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Game Studies I 
 

I am the Shadow, the True Self: Exploring Dungeons, Gender, Sexuality, and Identity in Persona 4 
 
In the small, foggy town of Inaba, trouble brews as people begin to disappearing, 

reappearing on a TV program called the “Midnight Channel,” where they become cartoonish 

impersonations of themselves, broadcasting their thoughts and feelings to the world.  When the 

fog rolls into Inaba, it brings the corpses of the missing with it.  In the Japanese roleplaying 

game, Shin Megami Tensei: Persona 4, the player assumes the role of a silent, male protagonist, 

the Hero, on a mission to save as many people from the Midnight Channel as possible and figure 

out who the true culprit is behind these disappearances, all while managing school, studying, 

part-time jobs, and his social life.  The game has two main methods of gameplay: one in the town 

of Inaba, where the player is a powerless high school student trying to manage his life, and one 

in the television world, where the player and his party must explore dungeons and fight Shadows 

using the power of Persona.  These dungeons, as manifestations of the human psyche, allow 

players to experience and interact with characters struggling with ideas of self-perception, 

identity, gender, and sexuality.   

 In Persona 3, players were given Tartarus to explore, a dungeon accessible almost every 

night.  Balancing one’s social life along with exploring this single dungeon became the core 

mechanic of the game.  Persona 4 followed a similar mechanic, only with smaller, individualized 

dungeons that appear one at a time, tied directly to the game’s main characters.  Within Inaba, 

there exists a character that has the same power that the Hero does – the power of Persona – and 

uses it to throw people into the Midnight Channel, where they become trapped within their own 

dungeons and, eventually, die.  Through defeating these dungeons, the Hero makes friends and 

enlists help for the Investigation Team seeking to find the murderer and put a stop to them, all 

while saving anyone trapped within the Midnight Channel. 

 When characters are thrown into the television, the power of the Midnight Channel twists 

their inner most thoughts, secret desires, and hidden feelings, and turns them against them in the 

form of a Shadow.  Their Shadows take these feelings and run wild with them, consumed with 

gaining inner peace, exploring hidden emotions, and finding acceptance – both from the world 

and from the person they were born from.  “I am the Shadow, the True Self.”  The Midnight 
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Channel also distorts these emotions into dungeons, bastions of twisted desires born from the 

psyche, built to hold the missing person and their Shadow.  In the “real world,” these encounters 

are broadcasted on the Midnight Channel for people to watch, making these explorations of 

human emotion even worse for the missing person.  Players must travel into the TV and these 

dungeons, where the use the power of their own Persona in order to save the character trapped 

within, aiding them not only in destroying their Shadow, but also in accepting it. 

 One example of such an encounter is Kanji Tatsumi, a lone wolf who starts fights and 

scares off anyone who comes near.  But when he shows up on the Midnight Channel, the truth is 

revealed: Kanji struggles with his identity in the face of his love of “feminine” hobbies – sewing 

and crafting.  He likes making clothing and stuffed animals, but in a culture that promotes boyish 

boys and girly girls, these hobbies have made him insecure and convinced him of his own 

homosexuality.  His Shadow takes form as Kanji himself, dressed in a loincloth with a heavy lisp 

– he has become an overly homosexual caricature to mirror Kanji’s doubts of his sexuality, as 

well as his masculinity.  His dungeon manifests as a bathhouse, as part of a fake TV program 

which Kanji’s Shadow refers to as the “Bad, Bad Bathhouse,” a place he is searching in an 

attempt to find a “sublime love that surpasses the separation of the sexes,” and satisfy his desire 

to be accepted. 

 Dungeons are an important part of gameplay in Persona 4, and are the only time when 

conflict and fighting are directly involved.  Exploration of these dungeons is not only important 

to gain levels and progress the plot, but also in character development and understanding 

character identity.  The characters are trapped within these dungeons are forced to deal with 

repressed emotions, which appear due to the power of the Midnight Channel.  Though these 

characters are locked away until the boss encounter, the Hero and his party must navigate these 

dungeons in order to gain a deeper understanding of what the trapped character is going through.  

Though the repressed facets of their personality are merely only that – small parts of themselves 

that they refuse to acknowledge – they become amplified through the fog and the creation of a 

Shadow.  Each character who becomes trapped within their own psyche goes through this same 

process, from Yukiko Amagi, struggling with the idea of being trapped within the family 

business, to Rise Kujikawa, fed up with the exploitative nature of the entertainment industry.   

While the player travels through these dungeons, the story behind the trapped character is 

revealed to them over time, making the process of navigating and fighting their way through the 
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dungeons critical.  As the player, personally, might not understand the feelings being projected 

by the character’s Shadow, they are presented with them as they fight their way to the top to 

confront the boss. 

 With this idea in mind, the confrontation with the boss becomes all the more important in 

a literal exploration of identity.  When the players reach the top of the dungeon, they witness the 

character confronting their Shadow, usually ending in a vehement denial.  With Kanji Tatsumi, 

his Shadow expresses many emotions about his own struggles with his identity: “Isn’t it enough 

to deceive people?  To deceive yourself?” “What does it mean to be a ‘guy’?  What does it mean 

to me ‘manly’?”  He reveals that he is terrified of girls, who are mean to him because of his 

hobbies, and that men are much better, personally and sexually.  When Kanji denies these 

allegations, his Shadow goes berserk with the desire to be accepted and transforms into a boss, 

depicted as a large, half-naked man, surrounded by a bed of flowers and wielding two Mars 

symbols.  Two buff men, the Nice Guy and Tough Guy, protect him, are weak to ice and fire, 

respectively, and their roles are to protect each other and Shadow Kanji.  Shadow Kanji saps 

magic strength and does heavy lightning damage.  He also does two attacks that inflict the entire 

party – one is a poison ability that only hits men, and the other is a wrath ability that inflicts rage 

on only women.  This is a reflection of his fear of women, whom he finds hateful, mean, and 

poisonous to men.  The battle itself is not so easy to overcome, symbolic of the process of self-

acceptance.  The time spent battling also allows the player a deeper appreciation for the struggles 

of the character. 

 When his Shadow is defeated, Kanji has to face himself once more.  He says, “it ain’t a 

matter of guys or chicks… I’m just scared shitless of being rejected.”  The real problem is much 

more than the exaggerated proclamations of his Shadow, but the player, not knowing the missing 

character beforehand, can only understand that by experiencing the Shadow’s “rampage” first.  

After Kanji comes to terms with this, the player is asked to respond from three choices.  Though 

they are always supportive in some way, the player’s answer will trigger different reactions 

within the troubled character.  As this moment in the dungeon is the defining moment in which 

the character will accept themselves, being allowed to have some response, even if its impact is 

small, enables the player to feel that they have had a hand in seeing the character’s emotional 

journey to a head.  By accepting their Shadows, they are given the power of Persona. 

 The ideas of Persona and Shadow came from Carl Jung and his psychological archetypes.  
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Within those, the Shadow is defined as an unconscious aspect of the personality, which a person 

refuses to acknowledge, and the Persona is a mask that a person uses to conceal their true nature, 

or “a reflection of the self.”1 2  In Persona 4, the Shadow is exactly that, an aspect of a 

character’s personality, which they refuse to accept, and through entering their dungeon, their 

Shadow is able to manifest, not out of a will to be violent – though that is the result – but out of a 

need to be accepted.  It is only through battling and accepting this Shadow can a character gain 

the power of their own Persona, which allows them fight within the Midnight Channel.  The 

Persona gained is symbolic to the character that possesses it; for example, Kanji’s Persona is 

Take-Mikazuchi, a large, steel robot with a skeletal design painted on the outside, symbolic of 

his determination to be true to himself.  Possessing the power of Persona is key to enabling the 

character to fight within the Midnight Channel, not only for future victims of the murderer, but 

also for themselves, as the Hero had to fight their own Shadows for them. 

 Identity – sexuality, race, gender – is an incredibly important topic in any medium, and 

Persona 4 uses both its social mechanics and dungeons to explore these ideas.  By making a 

game centered around the idea of identity, Persona 4 has “identity and self-esteem effects on 

individuals from those groups…[and] serves as a marker for members to know that they carry 

weight in society,” as well as allowing for players who are not part of those groups to experience 

world views outside of their own.3  These characters are never painted as “others,” but as 

teenagers struggling with their own perceptions of self, something not at all anomalous in a 

modern society.  These characters do not always fall neatly into any one category either.  In the 

case of Kanji Tatsumi, the lesson was not that he was gay – though he is – it is that he is a man 

who does not fit the gender binary of “male.”  In showing multiple world views in one medium, 

it is incredibly important to show those who are considered different as normal people, and by 

allowing the player control of the Hero, who helps these characters face themselves, it enables 

the player to see deeper into the other characters’ psyches, understand why they feel the way 

they do, and accept them for who they are. 

 In Shin Megami Tensei: Persona 4, many different types of characters are forced to 

explore their feelings through encounters with their own Shadows.  Yukiko Amagi confronts her 

                                                
1 Todd Harper, "Rules, Rhetoric, and Genre: Procedural Rhetoric in Persona 3,"Games and Culture 6.5 (2011): 395-413. 
2Carl Gustav Jung, Analytical Psychology, Ark Paperbacks, 1970. 
3 Dmitri Williams, Nicole Martins, Mia Consalvo, and James D. Ivory, "The Virtual Census: Representations of Gender, Race 
and Age in Video Games," New Media & Society 11.5 (2009): 815-34. 
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fear of being stuck and realizing she does not need a man to escape reality; Naoto Shirogane 

realizes that, though she has been pretending to be a man in order to be taken seriously in life, it 

is not what she really wants; Yosuke Hanamura confronts his boredom with small town life, as 

well as his excessive behavior in order to fit in.  Though these characters are fictional, they are 

still feeling the struggles of real people all over the world, expressed through twisted Shadows 

and haunting dungeons – a place for the player to explore, to fight their way through, and to help 

others overcome their own struggles.  It is through giving the player that power that allows 

Persona 4 to utilize its dungeons to explore ideas of identity, self-perception, sexuality, and 

gender. 
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